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A.A.Particle acceleration in vacuumParticle acceleration in vacuum





Oscillation center systemOscillation center system

CP, electron: 

A points into – B direction

LP: ratio width / hight < 18% for I = ∞







B. Generalized ponderomotive force B. Generalized ponderomotive force ffp
The principle



Pictures

Asymmetry produces a drift

A free electron can neither    

absorb nor emit a photon



To be found:To be found:



Uphill accelerationUphill acceleration

nonnon--relativisticrelativistic

fp,l = (1 – V0)(1 –––––––– 3V0) fp,t

Electron plasma wave travelling to the right, amplitude fixed in space, electron 

injected from left with V0 > 0 normalized to constant phase velocity



Broken symmetry: Polarization angle dependencePolarization angle dependencePolarization angle dependencePolarization angle dependence

Assume  standing wave A =Â coskx exp(−iωt )  non-relativistic,

electron crosses A at arbitrary speed   vo ┴ k

Decomposing v = vo + v1 and cycle-averaging the Hamiltonian 

H = (p1 − eA)² / 2γ0m = γ0m v1²/ 2 

v1 = (e/ γ0m) Reeee {A – i nabla (v0A) /ω + i (v1 nabla) A /ω }

� fp = − (e²/4γ0m) nabla [ Â ² - 2β0Â ] ²;    β = v0 / c



C. Chaos & resonant orbitsC. Chaos & resonant orbits

● Ponderomotively induced chaos Ponderomotively induced chaos Ponderomotively induced chaos Ponderomotively induced chaos : One regular field, two different time scales

● Chaos in crossed regular fields Chaos in crossed regular fields Chaos in crossed regular fields Chaos in crossed regular fields : Static E – field     

²²1ˆ² xκacmV +=

● Fast resonant  Fast resonant  Fast resonant  Fast resonant  electronselectronselectronselectrons : Do not undergo regular motion

²²1ˆ² xκacmV e +=

K = 6.2

K = 6.5 K = 7.0



D. Relativistic transparency and intense pulse propagationD. Relativistic transparency and intense pulse propagation

Relativistic critical density increase relevant for ● fast ignition, ● advanced electron 

and ion acceleration schemes, ● fast pulse switching and pulse tailoring

Standard formulaStandard formula ncr = [1 + â²/(2)]1/2,
needs closer inspection

A = (A, Φ/c),  J = (j, -enec)

To be confirmedTo be confirmedTo be confirmedTo be confirmed

What we can hope:  What we can hope:  What we can hope:  What we can hope:  fundamental frequency ω, cycle averaged



Su-Ming Weng (2011):

Linear polarization,

â = 10,

density profile length

L = 3 λ

Wave equation well Wave equation well 

satisfied on laser cycle 

average

Thermal mass increase included

Remember: U four flow velocity (current);

W individual particle thermal four velocity defined by  UW = uαw α = 0

Mass increase by W = w α



Su-Ming Weng (2011):

ncr = [1 + Θâ²/(2)]1/2 nc



Su-Ming Weng (2011)

Density step,  â = 10, LP



Pulse propagation in relativistically undeerdense plasma  

â= 20.      Remember: vgvφ = c²

vp = vg exp(- np/ncr)



Radiation reactionRadiation reaction

Radiation loss/sec of accelerated particle in rest frame  is  κ a²,  κ = µ0q²/6πc

non-rel.:  dp/dt = fex − σ,   d(mv²/2)/dt = fexv − σv = - κ a²

rel.:

There must hold: vασα = 0 => simplest ansatz: σα = − κdaα/dτ − κaβaβ/c²α β

� Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation

Runaway solution: τ0 = κ/m = 6.26 × 10-24 s



ALD equation in three-form

Exact solution by A. Di Piazza in  Landau‘s version of  ALD Exact solution by A. Di Piazza in  Landau‘s version of  ALD Exact solution by A. Di Piazza in  Landau‘s version of  ALD Exact solution by A. Di Piazza in  Landau‘s version of  ALD 

From the equations above follows that in circular polarization classical effects of 

radiation reaction are irrelevant at all laser intensities in the optical domain.

In linear polarization classical effects become significant at intensities exceeding 10²³ 

W/cm² and 1 µm wavelength (see following picture by A. Di Piazza)



Solution by A. Di Piazza



Summary

The motion of a charged particle in a plane wave can be solved exactly. In 

circular polarization radiation reaction plays no role at any laser intensity; in 

linear polarization self-field reaction in the IR becomes significant beyond I = 

10²³ W/cm². 

When an oscillaion center exists a ponderomotive force fp can be defined. 

Covariance is preserved if the cycle averaging is done in proper time along the 

orbit. Under a strong particle drift fp shows a polarization dependence; uphill 

acceleration is observed in the longitudinal ectric field.

In presence of a static or oscillatory field in addition to the laser wave the In presence of a static or oscillatory field in addition to the laser wave the 

particle orbits show chaotic behaviour.

In the relativistic regime the critical density increase exists on a cycle average 

for the fundamental wave, however its magnitude depends on the density profile 

and on polarization, circular vs linear.

A new time scale has been found for building up of the critical density.

At relativistic intensities laser  pulse propagation is no longer of dispersive 

character, i.e., propagation at group velocity; rather is it slowed down 

considerably and is determined by partial pulse reflection from the relativistically 

transparent plasma.


